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The concept of a rotational energy surface, as introduced
by Harter and Patterson1 and elaborated by others, wil1 be
briefly reviewed. (Such surfaces represent one aspect of the
application of methods from classical mechanics, modified by
semi-classical quantization, to the treatment of higher excited
states of quantum systems, where the correspondence principle
should be applicable.) Rotational energy surfaces constructed
for torsional levels below the top of the barrier in
acetaldehyde, an asymmetric top molecule with a symmetric top
internal rotor, wil1 then be described, paying particular
attention to their stationary points, separatrices and
catastrophe histories as a function of J. The concept of the
"best" quantization axis for the molecule-fixed componentof
the total angular momentumwill be examined from a classical
point of view, and attempts to use these ideas for labeling
eigenvectors obtained from a large matrix diagonalization will
be discussed.
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Hydrogen bonded complexes are of considerable interest since they may serve as
prototypes of larger systems found in the theory of liquids, bi<rmolecules, and
many other fields. There are several types of hydrogen bonds, e.g. O-H...O as in
the water dimer1) or in the phenoJ-water compJex2), or N...H-O as in ammonia.water3). AlJ of t.hem show up a (almost) linear equilibrium structure.
We studied the aniline-water complex by means of a puJsed molecular beam microwave Fourier transform spectrometer. The complex can be described in
terms of a centrifugal distorted rotor with the rotational constants A 3161.49(42)
MHz,B 1114.4722(18)MHz,and C 1070.9828(18) MHz. The planar moments
H laa+ lr.r.-lbb) of aniline and water agree within 0.7 uÅ2 whkh indicates that thE"
water molecule is located in the ac-plane of the aniline monomer. Consequently,
the J.lbdipole moment component should be zero which is consistent with the fact
that very strong a-type lines but no b-type )jnes could be observed. Assuming a
linear N...H-O bond two possibilities remain for the position of the water proton
not involved in the hydrogen bond. Either the hydrogen is directed towards the
amino protons or away from them. Only in the latter conformation the dipole
moments of water and aniline are almost parallel and result in a dipole moment
for aniline-water consisting of a almost pure J.lacomponent which explains the
absence of c-type transitions in the spectrum.
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